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About This Game

Join Bishi in this short but sweet (and funny) platform game as he goes through three worlds to defeat the evil Doctor
Evilworth! He's like, really evil. Bishi will soon fi 5d3b920ae0

Title: Bishi and the Alien Slime Invasion!
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Because Because Games
Publisher:
Because Because Games
Release Date: 23 Apr, 2018

English

bishi and the alien slime invasion

Nice little platformer. easy to master with some tricky situations. rising lava level.check water level.check air level.check ha its
all there what even are those purple things and why are those fish like beasts from hell.. Fun little platformer! Definitely worth
the low asking price. Probably around 1-2 hours to beat (depending upon how good you are at platfomers). Quite
straightforward levels but very charming hand-made graphics and funny voice acting. Plenty of fun, jokey references in there as
well. Good checkpointing for the most part - and unlimited lives, thankfully! - but it also gets quite challenging later on. Some
tough boss fights too but they never felt unfair, just required some very precise play. One small gripe is that it only saves
progress permanently after beating a boss, so you can't just hop on and play one level.. Fun little platformer! Definitely worth
the low asking price. Probably around 1-2 hours to beat (depending upon how good you are at platfomers). Quite
straightforward levels but very charming hand-made graphics and funny voice acting. Plenty of fun, jokey references in there as
well. Good checkpointing for the most part - and unlimited lives, thankfully! - but it also gets quite challenging later on. Some
tough boss fights too but they never felt unfair, just required some very precise play. One small gripe is that it only saves
progress permanently after beating a boss, so you can't just hop on and play one level.. Nice little platformer. easy to master
with some tricky situations. rising lava level.check water level.check air level.check ha its all there what even are those purple
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things and why are those fish like beasts from hell.
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